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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Automation is the art or technique of automatically controlling, and operating 

manufacturing or similar processes, taking the place of human observation, effort and 

decision. Automation offers reduced operating costs, improved efficiencies, and 

increased productivity, by replacing human operators, often working in difficult 

environments in tedious operations. 

In this study, we consider automation of commercial dish-washing operations. 

This was motivated by such operations in a private 700 bed hospital in the mid-western 

U.S., which operates 3 two-hour dish-washing shifts everyday, each processing up to 600 

trays of dishes (Johnson, 1993; Russel, 1994; Hashimoto, 1995; Yeri, 2003; Nagaraj, 

2003). Each tray typically consists up to four silverware pieces, amounting to 2,400 

pieces per shift, and hence 7,200 pieces per day. Identification, inspection, sorting and 

orientation of these pieces after washing is a tedious and labor-intensive process, in a hot 

and humid environment, providing an opportunity for cost effective automation. While 

this description of need seems straightforward, solving the problem is difficult. Carefully 

reviewing the work done by others specifically addressing the problem of automatic 

sorting and orientation of silverware, we located a number of patents. 
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1.1 Patent Search 

A search of U.S. Patents through 1996 was initially conducted by Shen (1997). 

She found that while there were 13 U.S. Patents dealing with silverware sorting filed 

prior to and including 1996, none of them had been commercialized, and that there 

appeared to be substantial room for improvement. In the work herein, a search was 

conducted for U.S. Patents filed after 1996, using the keywords “silverware sorting”, 

“sorting and flatware”, and U.S. Patent Classification No. 209/926 (CCL/209/926, i.e. the 

search string CCL/[class]/[subclass], which means that we are looking for patents with 

“Current US, Classification” (CCL) of class  “Classifying, Separating, and Assorting 

Solids” (209), with subclass “Silverware Sorter” (926)). After preliminary screening of 

patents produced from the search, 5 relevant U.S. Patents were located, in which there 

were three different methods to sort and orient the silverware, while the other two patents 

were extensions of prior patents. The summaries of these patents are presented in the 

order of the issue time of the patent. 
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U.S. Patent 5,655,663 “Self-separating flatware and method for sorting same”, Aug. 

12, 1997. 

Inventors: Spradlin; Lyndon D. (9N176 Rte. 59, Elgin, IL 60120) 

Appl. No.: 498680 

Filed: July 3, 1995. 

Abstract 

Flatware that can be quickly and easily sorted when placed in a liquid solution, 

the flatware includes spoons, forks and knives. The spoons have a generally uniform 

buoyancy so as to float at a first level in the liquid solution, the forks have a generally 

uniform buoyancy so as to float at a second level in the liquid solution, and the knives 

have a generally uniform buoyancy so as to float at a third level in the liquid solution. 

The flatware floats at different levels in the liquid solution which provides the separation 

of the spoons, forks and knives in the liquid solution and enables the retrieval of the 

separated flatware in a sorted fashion. 

19 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 

 

U.S. Patent 5,931,307 “Self separating flatware and method for sorting same”, Aug. 

3, 1999. 

Inventors: Spradlin; Lyndon D. (9N176 Rte. 59, Elgin, IL 60120) 

Appl. No.: 814079 

Filed: March 10, 1997 
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Abstract 

Flatware that can be quickly and easily sorted when placed in a liquid solution, 

the flatware encompasses three classes, spoons, forks and knives. The spoons have a 

generally uniform buoyancy so as to float at a first level in the liquid solution, the forks 

have a generally uniform buoyancy so as to float at a second level in the liquid solution, 

and the knives have a generally uniform buoyancy so as to float at a third level in the 

liquid solution. The flatware floats at different levels in the liquid solution which 

provides the separation of the spoons, forks and knives in the liquid solution and enables 

the retrieval of the separated flatware in a sorted fashion. An additional method of sorting 

and removing the flatware from the liquid solution includes mixing in a prescribed 

amount of salt solution to the liquid solution and/or raising the temperature of the liquid 

solution a predetermined amount. The change in specific gravity of the liquid solution 

and/or the rise in temperature would enable one to make each class of flatware float to a 

top surface in the liquid solution at different intervals. 

19 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 

Summary 

Patent “5,655,663” proposes using three classes of flatware comprising of spoons, 

forks, and knives, each having varying buoyancy so as to float at three different levels in 

the liquid solution they are placed in, and enabling the retrieval of the separated flatware 

in a sorted fashion. The extension of the authors work came as a Patent “5,931,307”, 

wherein a prescribed amount of a salt solution is mixed into the liquid solution, and 

temperature is raised to a predetermined amount causing it to change the specific gravity, 

which helps each class of flatware float to a top surface in the liquid solution at different 
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intervals. This idea cannot be applied to the principal problem in our study, mainly 

because particles present on unclean flatware may react with the liquid causing the 

specific gravity to vary and also we cannot determine whether the flatware is clean or not. 
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U.S. Patent 5,996,809 “Flatware sorting machine”, Dec. 7, 1999. 

Inventors: Chiasson; Robert H. (c/o East Coast Industries, Inc. 2532 Main St., Concord, 

MA 01742) 

Appl. No.: 852088 

Filed: May 7, 1997 

Abstract 

A flatware sorting machine including a feed bin for holding unsorted flatware, a 

sorting system for sorting the flatware, and a flatware pick-up and transport system for 

retrieving the flatware from the feed bin and transporting them to the sorting system. 

16 Claims, 12 Drawing Sheets 

Summary 

This patent provides a method to sort and orient the flatware. Orientation was 

accomplished by a rotating feed bin which initially orients the unsorted flatware to all lie 

in the same general direction, and a magnetic-based flatware pick-up and transport 

system which transfers the flatware one piece at a time from the feed bin to a sorting 

system which includes two sorting stations: a first station which sorts all handle end 

down flatware and a second sorting station which sorts all handle end up flatware. This 

system is not appropriate for our flatware solution as it cannot identify unclean 

silverware. 
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U.S. Patent 6,237,779 “Utensil sorting apparatus”, May. 29, 2001. 

Inventors: Boyer; Jay M. (1250 S. 900 East, Springville, UT 84663) 

Appl. No.: 487836 

Filed: January 19, 2000 

Abstract 

A utensil sorting apparatus simultaneously sorts and/or orients a plurality of 

utensils, such as spoons, forks, and knives. A first movable conveyor is movably 

disposed over a first template having at least one first aperture sized to receive there 

through only the spoons. The first conveyor sequentially moves the utensils through at 

least three locations, including a receiving location, a sorting and orienting location, and a 

discharge location. A bar may be disposed laterally across the first aperture in the first 

template at a location configured to correspond to a midpoint of the spoon. The center of 

gravity of the spoon causes the spoon to pass over one side of the bar to orient the spoon 

as it passes through the aperture. The apparatus has a first stage, including the first 

template and first conveyor, to separate the spoons, and a second stage, including a 

second template and a second conveyor, to separate the forks from the knives. 

27 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 

 

U.S. Patent 6,460,707 “Utensil sorting apparatus”, *Oct. 8, 2002. 

Inventors: Boyer; Jay M. (1250 S. 900 East, Springville, UT 84663) 

Appl. No.: 825494 

Filed: April 3, 2001 
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Abstract 

A utensil sorting apparatus simultaneously sorts and/or orients a plurality of 

utensils, such as spoons, forks, and knives. A movable conveyor is movably disposed 

over a template having a plurality of first aperture sized to receive therethrough only the 

spoons. The conveyor sequentially moves the utensils through locations, including a 

receiving location, and a sorting location. 

20 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 

Summary 

Patents “6,237,779”, and “6,460,707” discusses using certain types of templates 

to sort silverware that has been conveyed individually to the slots. However, there are 

significant problems that render this idea inappropriate for our problem: 

1. The silverware must be separated and fed into the devise one at a time. 

2. This system will just sort the silverware. Orientation of silverware would need 

to be performed  in another system. 
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Automation of commercial dishwashing involves automatic singulation, 

identification, inspection, sorting, orientation, placement of silverware and dish pieces, 

and wrapping.  Silverware is usually processed as a batched mixture of knives, forks, 

spoons, soupspoons, and possibly other pieces. After dishwashing, silverware must first 

be singulated, a process of segregating each piece of silverware from the mixture. A 

prototype silverware singulating mechanism was designed and constructed by Hashimoto 

(1995), which consisted of a vibrating feed-hopper, into which the mixed batch was fed, 

and a magnetic conveyer that pulled single pieces from the bottom of the hopper. 

Identification, and then inspection, follow singulation. Yeri (2003) designed and 

constructed a machine vision system to determine the type and orientation of silverware 

pieces, together with a rudimentary inspection system. Lolla (2005) improved on Yeri’s 

results, focusing mainly on inspection. 

After identification and inspection, the major challenge lies in reliably sorting the 

silverware at high processing rates. Nagaraj (2003) designed and constructed a serial 

sorting system which could process 34 pieces of silverware per minute, but it lacked 

robustness and reliability. The goal in the work herein is to design and construct a sorting 

and a orienting system to process 55 pieces per minute, with maximum efficiency. This 

system is to work in conjunction with the singulating machine (vibration hopper) 

designed by Hashimoto (1995) and the machine vision system designed by Yeri (2003). 

A conceptual flow diagram of the overall process is given in Fig. 1.1 where arrows 

indicate direction of silverware flow. The “return” loop indicates that pieces 

unrecognized by the vision system are returned to the singulating machine. 
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Fig. 1.1 A Flow Diagram of Silverware Sorting System 

 

1.2 Design 

The goal in this work is to design, construct and test an automated system to sort, 

orient, and place in bins four types of silverware: knife, fork, spoon and soupspoon. The 

dimensions of the pieces used in the study are given in Table 1.1, and Fig. 1.2 shows top 

views of each piece. Sorting, orienting, and collecting is initiated by placing the 

individual silverware pieces on a plastic stationary base plate, which feeds fast moving 

magnetic strips moving under the stationary plate. This is part of a complete system that 

includes material handling, inspection, identification, sorting, orientation and collection 

of the silverware into 9 bins, two each for clean knife, fork, spoon, soupspoon, and one 

for dirty pieces. 

Table 1.1 Dimensions of Silverware Pieces Used in This Study. 

SILVERWARE LENGTH (in) MAXIMUM WIDTH (in) 

Knife 8.66 0.78 

Fork 6.3 0.98 

Spoon 6.14 1.25 

Soup Spoon 6.10 1.65 
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Fig. 1.2 (a) Knife 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.2 (b) Fork 

 
 

Fig. 1.2 (c) Spoon 

 
 

Fig. 1.2 (d) Soupspoon 
 

Fig. 1.2 Silverware Pieces Used in This Study. 
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1.3 Preliminary Concepts 

The initial idea for a silverware sorter came from the work of Hashimoto(1995), 

Latvala (1999), and Loisson (1999). Various following innovative ideas led to designs 

that fashioned a series of modifications to enhance workability, the latest version of 

which is from the work of Nagaraj (2003). A silverware sorter designed and constructed 

by Nagaraj (2003), illustrated in the Fig. 1.3, was designed to scrape silverware from a 

magnetic conveyer belt, using a machine vision system by Yeri (2003) to identify and 

orient silverware pieces. 

 

Fig. 1.3 Silverware Sorting Machine along with Machine Vision System 

(Nagaraj, 2003; Yeri, 2003) 

The silverware conveyor utilized two parallel, continuous driven chains, between which 

permanent magnets were fixed. A plastic sheet, made of High Density Poly Ethylene 

(HDP), was positioned directly over a length of the chain. The silverware to be sorted 

was placed on the plastic sheet, underneath which magnets moved. Due to magnetic 
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attraction, each silverware was dragged along the plastic sheet. During the course of 

silverware motion along the sheet, a machine vision system, with camera taking pictures 

from the top, (Fig. 1.4) captured an image of each of each piece and transmitted these to a 

computer, which through specially designed software, identified the piece and its 

orientation, determined whether it was clean or dirty, and sent this information to the 

sorting system. The identified silverware was fed into the sorting system. Unidentified 

objects were flagged by the vision system, and a corresponding signal was used to cause 

the unidentified objects to be reintroduced to the vibrating hopper. 

 

Fig. 1.4 Initial Setup of Machine Vision System (Yeri, 2003) 

Proper orientation of the silverware was achieved by a rotating orienter (Fig. 1.5) 

actuated using a stepper motor and sensor control, which employed information obtained 

from the images provided by the machine vision system (Nagraj, 2003). After the 

oriented silverware passes via gravity along a sliding plane through the orienter, an 

infrared position sensor ensured that the orienter returned to its original/neutral position. 
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This oriented silverware then entered a rotating sorting chute actuated by a stepper motor, 

which rotated the silverware piece so as to slide through the proper channels to reach its 

correct collection bin. 

 

Fig. 1.5 Initial Setup of Silverware Sorting Machine (Nagaraj, 2003) 

In order to control the devices, Nagaraj (2003) used a data acquisition board PCI 

6035E, National Instruments, which had two 12-bit analog output channels, 16 analog 

input channels, 8-bit digital input-output pins. An application programming software 

package was used, called NI DAQ from National Instruments, which comes with NI 
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DAQ board and can act as an interface between DAQ application and the DAQ board. 

The software code was written in Microsoft VC++. 

After testing Nagaraj’s (2003) system, it was determined that this approach was 

unsuitable due to low processing speed, usage of many components, excessive 

complexity, insufficient reliability, and high costs. This system also occupied large floor 

space. It could process a maximum of 34 pieces per minute, but not without some mis-

placement and mis-orientation. Accordingly, it was determined that a different approach 

was needed, which led to the work hearin. 

 

1.4 OBJECTIVE 

The purpose of this thesis is to describe the design and construction of a new, 

more efficient silverware sorting, orienting, and placement system, and provide data and 

information on experiments and performance. The target for this project is to sort, orient, 

and place 55 pieces per minute of silverware with high accuracy. It is assumed in this 

work that all silverware pieces are of ferrous material, capable of magnetization. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INITIAL EXPERIMENTS 

Since the system designed by Nagaraj (2003) had some success using sliding 

along an inclined plane, we elected in an initial approach to maintain this basic feature. 

After a number of brainstorming sessions, we decided to try a system of stacked inclined 

planes. The identified silverware was scraped from the plastic sheet in the conveying 

system designed by Hashimoto (1995) and directed onto the appropriate inclined plane 

and sorted accordingly. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.1, in which the identified 

silverware slides by gravitational force along one or more of the appropriate inclined 

planes. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Experimental Silverware Sorting System 
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A top view of this system is pictured in Fig. 2.2, which shows a plane inclined at 

an angle 30° to the horizontal bordered by guideways, along which silverware slides. 

This idea was implemented using a commercially available 0.4 inch thick HDMW (High 

Density Molecular Weight) sheet for the inclined planes and diverters, providing a 

smooth surface for silverware to slide smoothly. 

 

Fig. 2.2 Results in Silverware Sorting System 

Along the incline, “pop-up” diverters are provided to divert the silverware to it’s 

appropriate incline, as shown in Fig. 2.2. According to the type of the silverware, the 

appropriate solenoids are actuated to operate the scrapper and appropriate diverters. The 

signal to the appropriate solenoid is obtained from the vision system immediately after 

the identification of the silverware piece. 
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At the bottom end of the top inclined plane oriented at 30° to the horizontal, a slot 

is provided for knives to be oriented and sorted. This slot was designed with width and 

length, 1/8th of an inch longer than the maximum width and length of the knife, as shown 

in Fig. 2.3. A bridge is provided through the middle of the slot, which enables the heavier 

handle of the knife to fall through first, providing consistent “handle down” orientation. 

The knives that fall through the slot in the above described fashion, slide through a 

smooth pathway under the influence of gravity to reach the knife collection bin. 

A similar system is used for forks. As they slide along the top incline, Diverter 2 

is opened by its solenoid, causing the fork to drop to a second inclined plane oriented at 

45° to the horizontal. The fork then falls through its orientation slot at the end of this 

incline, with a bridge placed to cause it to fall handle down. The oriented fork passes 

along the channel and is collected with the handle oriented downwards into the fork 

collection bin. 
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Fig. 2.3 Orientation Mechanism for Knives 

If the object detected is, a spoon or a soupspoon, Diverter 1 present in the top 

incline opens, causing it to fall to the 45° incline. It continues to slide and falls through an 

orientation slot designed for spoons, handle down. A soupspoon is handled in similar 

fashion along its own pathway to its handle-down orientation slot. Thus, all silverware 

pieces are diverted along separate pathways to reach their respective collection bins. 

 

The formulae to calculate the dimensions of the orienting slots are: 

Width of the slot = 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +

2
 tailsilverware of Width Maximum head silverware of Width Maximum   

×1.05 

 

Length of the slot = (Maximum length of the silverware) ×1.05 
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Using the formulae mentioned in the previous page, the dimensions of the orienting slots 

are calculated as shown in Table 2.1. 

Silverware Length of slot 
(inches) 

Width of slot 
(inches) 

Thickness of bridge 
(inches) 

Knife 8.70 0.80 0.22 

Fork 6.50 0.80 0.22 

Spoon 6.30 1.02 0.22 

Soupspoon 6.20 1.30 0.22 

Table 2.1 Dimensions of the Orienting Slot 

A variety of tests were conducted with this apparatus, from which we concluded 

that the lengths of the inclined planes were excessive, such that silverware tended to 

rotate during sliding, as shown in Fig. 2.2. As a result, silverware jammed at the slot 

entrance and did not fall through. Moreover, soupspoons tended to roll, as well as rotate, 

causing jams. The best solution for modifications appeared to be decreasing the length of 

the inclined plane. However, to maintain speed, the inclination angle would need to 

increase. This would, in turn, increase the rolling of soupspoons, such that this 

modification was not feasible. Accordingly, it was decided to abandon this approach and 

search for a better alternative. 

2.1 Discussion of an Alternative Approach: 

 Alternative approach to conveying silverware through the sorting system might be 

to remove permanent magnets and magnetize each silverware piece as it drops on a 

ferrous, but non-magnetized conveyor. Silverware pieces could then be de-magnetized 

when they exit the sorting system. 
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Advantages of such an approach would be 

1. No need for separate sorting and orienting system, as the silverware riding on the 

conveyor will be demagnetized when their respective collection bins has been 

reached, such that it falls into the collection bin  

2. Less number of components 

Disadvantages would be 

1. Complexity in system design 

2. Difficult to build the system that will demagnetize the silverware quickly when its 

collection bin has reached 

3. Increase in overall cost of the system 

4. High power consumption to magnetize and demagnetize silverware 

5. Potential residual magnetism in silverware, which is not acceptable 

We felt that the disadvantages overweighed the advantages, such that this approach was 

not pursued. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SILVERWARE SORTING SYSTEM 

As we began a second effort to create a new sorting, orienting, and collection 

system, discussions with Yeri (2003) indicated a need to improve the method of 

conveying silverware pieces through the vision system enclosure. The sliding of 

silverware along the HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) surface in Hashimoto’s (1995) 

apparatus, caused by moving magnets underneath, produced jittering of the silverware, 

resulting in poor quality camera images. Accordingly, we elected to incorporate solving 

this problem into our efforts to design a more efficient sorting, orienting, and collecting 

system. The long HDPE sliding surface was removed to avoid sliding by having each 

piece attained to a moving magnet. 
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Fig. 3.1 Silverware Sorting System 

 The basic idea of the new system is illustrated in Fig. 3.1, arrows indicating the 

direction of the motion of chain. The vibrating hopper singulator by Hashimoto (1995) 

was retained, and silverware would be discharged onto a short plastic base plate with 

magnets moving underneath. Silverware would slide a short distance along this plate, 

under the influence of the moving magnet. However, before entering the vision system 

enclosure, it would transition from sliding on the plate to moving with the magnet. A 

special slotted plastic block attached to the magnet would support the silverware pieces. 

After inspection, pieces would be lifted off the plastic block, either to be sorted or 

returned to the vibrating hopper. The various components that play a major role in the 

new system are discussed and described in detail below. 
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3.1 Base Plate 

 A short plate was located above the chain drive at the base of the machine at the 

discharge of the vibrating hopper singulator (Hashimoto, 1995). It was made of 1/8″ thick 

High Density Molecular Weight (HDMW) plastic sheet, and was bolted to the supporting 

structure through holes in one end, as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

 

Fig. 3.2 Base Plate 

The other end of the sheet was tapered so as to facilitate smooth transition of the 

silverware sliding along the short base plate to the top of a slotted plastic block riding on 

the moving magnets. Also, due to fixing of the sheet at one end and tapering of the sheet 

at the other, the sheet behaves like a cantilever beam. When the silverware passes over 

the tapered end, the combination of the weight of the silverware and magnetic attraction 

forces by the magnets beneath, causes the plate to bend slightly aiding in smooth transfer 

of the silverware onto the slotted plastic block attached to the magnet. 

 

3.2 Slotted Plastic Block 

 From the system designed by Hashimoto (1995), there are three permanent 

magnets placed in a row on the top of an aluminum strip, shown in the Fig. 3.3. The three 
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magnets are fixed to the aluminum strip using four round headed machine screws, 

washer, and nuts underneath. There are two holes each drilled into the aluminum strip 

equidistant from the ends on either side to fasten it to the chain drive. 

 

Fig. 3.3 Magnets on Aluminum Strip 

We designed a slotted plastic block to be fastened on top of the magnets mounted 

on the aluminum strip. The purpose was to support the silverware, with passage ways, or 

slots, such that a fingered lifting mechanism could slide under the silverware, through 

these slots, and lift the silverware pieces off the block. The length and width of the block 

are slightly greater than the maximum length and width of the silverware pieces used. 

The thickness was selected so as to accommodate recesses in the bottom to provide relief 

for the machine screws of the aluminum-magnetic strip and to provide for slots for the 

lifting system, as shown in the Fig. 3.4.   
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Fig. 3.4 Slotted Plastic Block 

The slots were made to facilitate the removal of the silverware using the lifting system. 

The radius of curvature of the top of the magnetic strip as it traverses around a pair of 

sprockets is 2.5″. Accordingly, the radius of curvature of the slots in the plastic block is 

2.5″, which eases lifting of the silverware from the block onto the sorting system. This 

lifting is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. 

 

Fig. 3.5 Lifting System 
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An assembly of the slotted plastic block and the magnetic strip is shown in the 

Fig. 3.6. The magnetic strip is attached to the slotted plastic block using a nut-bolt 

arrangement and a spacer on either end. The spacer provides a tight contact between the 

block and the aluminum strip, and it also prevents bending of the plastic block, which 

was found to occur when spacers were not used. 

 

Fig. 3.6 Assembly of Slotted Plastic Block and the Magnetic Aluminum Strip 

Elimination of sliding silverware pieces (Hashimoto’s design, 1995) by 

employing this plastic block eliminated the jittery silverware vibrations that were 

produced in the previous version of the system designed by Nagaraj (2003) and Yeri 

(2003). Because of the absence of relative motion between the silverware and the plastic 

slotted block, this new design eliminated silverware vibrations.  This facilitated formation 

of distortion free images by the camera. 

 

3.3 Optical Sensors 

Optical sensors (Photo Electric Switch from ‘Omron’, Model Number E3S-1L 

E21), are placed on the frame on either side parallel to the chain drive, as shown in 

Fig.3.1. They are placed at such a height that any magnet that passes across them on the 
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chain drive is detected, and the feedback is sent to a DAQ board in the computer that 

controls the overall operation. The input voltage supplied to these sensors is 12V. They 

are connected in such a way that during normal operation, when no magnet passes 

through them, 0 V is recorded as output. But when any magnet passes through them, 12V 

are recorded. To send the feedback to DAQ board, the 12 V output had to be converted to 

5 V using a voltage regulator (LMV 7805). Pin DIO 6 of the Digital IO Port is the input 

port for this signal. The circuit diagram is shown in the Fig. 3.7.  

 

Fig. 3.7 Circuit Diagram for Optical Sensors 

 

3.4 Lifting System for Identified, and Clean and Unclean Silverware 

The lifting mechanism consists of a shaft and a hinged metal plate with fingers 

that mesh with the slots of the plastic block in Fig. 3.4 – 3.6. The lifter plate, shown in 

Fig. 3.8 (b), is fixed to a rotating shaft (Fig. 3.8 (a)), using 2 screws. The shaft is 

supported by the wall of the structure through holes on each side. Shaft collars are placed 

on the outer sides of each wall of the structure to prevent lateral motion, as shown in Fig. 

3.8 (a). 
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Fig. 3.8 (a) Lifter Shaft for Lifting the Identified and Clean Silverware 

 

 

Fig. 3.8 (b) Lifter for Lifting the Identified and Clean Silverware 

The lifters are actuated by solenoids, as shown in Fig. 3.9, the activated solenoid 

pulls a plunger into the solenoid body. The movement of the plunger is guided by a 

support, as shown in Fig. 3.9. The plunger pulls arm mechanism that causes the lifter 

shaft to rotate, which rotates the fingered lifter plate (Fig. 3.8 (b)) into lifting position.  
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Fig. 3.9 Mechanism to Convert Linear Motion to Rotator Motion 

A plunger stopper restricts the motion of the plunger. A lifter stopper, shown in Fig. 3.10, 

assures the lifter reaches the correct height. Since frequent striking occurs of the lifter 

stopper by the lifter, damper pads are used on the front side of the lifter, as shown in Fig. 

3.10, which cushion the lifter each time it hits the lifter stopper. The fingers of the lifter 

are inclined at an angle of 10° to the incoming slotted plastic blocks holding the 

silverware pieces. This results in the fingers sliding along the slots of the plastic block, 

which causes silverware to be lifted off and directed to their respective orientation 

systems. When the solenoid is deactivated, the weight of the lifter under gravity moves it 

and its solenoid plunger back to their rest positions. Fig. 3.10 shows one of five lifting 

systems for identified, clean and unclean silverware pieces. Motion is towards the viewer. 
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Fig. 3.10 Detailed Lifting System 

When silverware riding on the plastic block passes under the camera, a photo 

optic sensor is triggered and the camera takes images of the silverware. This image is 

transmitted to the computer, which uses the software designed by Lolla (2005) to 

determine whether that specimen is clean. If the piece detected is unclean, the computer 

uses the DAQ PCI 6035 E board to signal activation of a lifter solenoid. This solenoid 

rotates the fingered lifter (Fig. 3.8 (b)) into the slots of the plastic block (Fig. 3.6) 

carrying that piece. This lifts the identified unclean piece off the plastic block, such that it 

falls into the collection bin (Fig 3.11). When the next trigger occurs for the silverware to 

be processed, the program sends a signal to deactivate, and gravity rotates the lifter to 

back its rest position. The overall lifting system for unclean silverware is shown in Fig. 

3.11, arrows indicating the direction of motion. 
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Fig. 3.11 Detailed Lifting System for Unclean Pieces 

The lifter solenoid is from ‘McMaster-Carr’ (Part Number: 70155K46, Catalog 

Page Number: 894, 2005) with the following specifications: 24V DC, pull type, continues 

duty, ‘∞’ ON time, 1″ stroke length and 27.5 Ω coil resistances. Since the solenoid 

operates with ‘∞’ ON time in our application, this type of solenoid was selected. It has 

sufficient stroke length to raise the lifter high enough to allow the lifter to mesh with the 

plastic block. 
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The program controlling the lifting solenoid is coded such that Pin DIO5 of 

digital IO Port in the DAQ board remains low, causing the relay to give an output of 0 V 

when unclean silverware is not present. But when silverware passing through is detected 

as unclean, Pin DIO5 of digital IO Port in the DAQ board is made high, causing the relay 

to output 24 V. This 24 V input to the solenoid provides 0.8 A, causing the solenoid 

plunger to retract (Fig. 3.10), rotating the lifter up, and allowing silverware to be lifted 

off, causing the unclean silverware to fall into a collection bin. The solenoid circuit 

diagram is shown in Fig. 3.12. 

 

Fig. 3.12 Circuit Diagram of Lifting System for Unclean Pieces 

Silverware detected as clean and identified as to type (knife, fork, spoon, or 

soupspoon) will cause the solenoid connected to the lifter designed for that piece to be 

activated, which rotates the fingered lifter (Fig. 3.11) into the slots of the plastic block 

(Fig. 3.6) carrying that piece. This lifts the identified clean piece off the plastic block, 

such that it falls into the orienting system, and into its respective collection bin. The 

program is coded in such a manner that once the optical sensor is triggered by a slotted 

plastic block, and silverware is clean and identified, depending on the type of silverware, 
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the command is sent from the data acquisition board (DAQ) to the appropriate relay, 

causing the relay to output 12 V and 0.75 A to actuate the corresponding solenoid. 

Solenoid activation rotates the lifter into the slots of the plastic block, as illustrated in Fig 

3.10. Gravity returns the lifter to its designated, rest position once the program sends the 

signal to deactivate the solenoid attached to the lifter, as the next trigger occurs. Fig. 3.13 

presents a circuit diagram for the four (knife, fork, spoon, soupspoon) lifter solenoids. 

 

 

Fig. 3.13 Circuit Diagram of Lifting System for Identified and Clean Silverware 
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3.5 Lifting System for Unidentified Silverware 

Silverware not identified by the vision system continues on its plastic block until 

it reaches a last stationary lifter, which lifts off all the pieces that reach it. Silverware 

could be unidentified for a number of reasons, including poor alignment along the plastic 

block, multiple silverware pieces on one block, or a failure of the vision system to 

identify a piece on a plastic block. This lifting system is static and fixed to the structure, 

as shown in Fig. 3.14. It is mounted such that the angle at which it is inclined to the 

moving blocks causes all the silverware pieces to be lifted from the blocks, reintroducing 

them into the singulating system for reprocessing. The design of the fingered lifting plate 

is similar to that in Fig. 3.9 but modified for static mounting. Fig. 3.15 presents a drawing 

of this lifting plate. 
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Fig. 3.14 Lifting System for Unidentified Silverware 
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Fig. 3.15 Lifter to Remove Unidentified Silverware from the Slotted Plastic Block 

 

3.6 Power Supply 

The power supply for the actuated lifting system was constructed with the help of 

Brett Riegel at the Electronics shop in the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace 

Engineering, OSU. Two power sources were built, one of 24 V, 2 Amps, and the other of 

12 V, 8 Amps. Table 3.1 gives the specifications of the power supply used for various 

components in this system. 
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Number Components Specifications Brand Name 

1 Solenoid 24 V, 0.8 Amps Lambda Company 

# CA 0A021586 

4 Solenoid 12 V, 0.8 Amps Astec Company  

# ATX 202-3515 

1 Optical Sensor 12 V, 0.8 Amps Astec Company  

# ATX 202-3515 

Table 3.1 Specifications for the Power Supply and Various Components 

The power supply and other circuitry are housed in a box with an appropriate front panel 

having several outlets, through which the devices can be connected to the power supply. 

There is also a provision to collect the input signals from external devices through the 

front panel. The box is connected to connector blocks for the DAQ Board PCI 6035E 

using a DB 9 connector cable. A cooling fan is also incorporated to prevent overheating 

of components.  
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CHAPTER 4 

SILVERWARE ORIENTATION MECHANISM AND SOFTWARE 

4.1 Silverware Orientation System 

Clean silverware exiting the silverware sorting system into a collection bin should 

be oriented with all handles in the same direction in that bin. This is to facilitate further 

handling of clean, sorted silverware. The desirable characteristics in this process are: 

• High efficiency 

• Low cost 

• High working speed 

• High Reliability 

• Repeatability 

• Minimum Space 

 

4.2 Initial Experiments 

Taking into consideration the dimensions of the silverware, and the desirable 

characteristics involved in this process, a variety of experiments were conducted, leading 

to an orienting system that requires no moving parts or actuation. The structural 

properties of the silverware, together with gravity, are the keys. This orienting 

mechanism is incorporated into the overall sorting system, shown in Fig. 4.1, at the 

entrance of each of the four clean silverware collection bins (not shown). No orientation 
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is needed for unclean pieces. A clean silverware piece removed by a lifter falls by gravity 

into one of the four orientation bins. It then falls through an orientation slot at the bottom 

of the bin, which orients it as explained below, and falls into its collection bin in the 

proper orientation. 

 

Fig. 4.1 Sorting and Orienting System 

The dimensions of the silverware used in the design for silverware orienting are 

shown in Table 1.1. It was noted that the spoon, soupspoon and fork have more width 

near their heads (away from the handle). The knife is characterized by having more 

weight in the handle than the head. These differing properties were employed in 

orientation, as described below. 
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4.2.1 Orienting the Fork, Spoon and Soupspoon 

The dimensional constraints that govern the system are as follows: 

• The system height (6.5” in Fig. 4.2) is equal to the maximum length of the 

silverware. Greater height consumes more vertical space and provides more 

opportunity for undesired rotation of silverware. If the height of the orientation 

system is less then the maximum length of the silverware, then the silverware 

coming from the lifter may fall vertically, causing interference with the lifters of the 

sorting system.  

• The length of the system (6.3” in Fig. 4.2) should be equal to the distance between 

two lifters of sorting system. 

• The right hand (downstream) panel should be vertical to inhibit falling silverware 

from proceeding past the plane of the bottom opening. 

By trial and error, the configuration shown in Fig 4.2 was derived. The panels are bolted 

to the steel structure of the overall structure for support and rigidity. 

 
Fig. 4.2 Orientation Bin 
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 Referring to Fig. 4.3, the width of the orienting slot is less than the total height of 

the silverware but more than the thickness of the head. Table 4.1 gives the dimensions of 

the 3 silverware pieces as well as the width of the corresponding orienting slot. 

Silverware Total Height of 
the Silverware 

(inches) 

Width of the 
Head 

(inches) 

Thickness of 
the Head 
(inches) 

Width of the 
Orienting  Slot 

(inches) 
Fork 0.56 1.00 0.32 0.40 

Spoon 0.54 1.29 0.27 0.35 

Soupspoon 0.63 1.65 0.34 0.50 

Table 4.1 Structural Details of the Silverware 

1.29"

6.25"

0.54"
(Total Height )

0.27" (Thickness of Head)

( Length )

(Width )

Fig. 4.3 Spoon with Dimensions 

 As shown in Fig. 4.4, once the silverware falls into the orientation bin, the 

converging panels obstruct the head of the silverware, as the width of the head is greater 

than the opening width. But the handle passes through the opening, as the width of the 

opening is greater than the width of the handle of the silverware, allowing it to fall from 
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the orientation system, handle oriented ‘down’, into the collection bin placed below (not 

shown). 

 

Fig. 4.4 A Schematic Representation of Silverware Orientation 

 

4.2.2 Orienting the Knife  

 Since the width and thickness of the handle and the blade of a knife are not 

sufficiently different, it was decided to use differences in weight of these two components 

for orientation. Once a knife has been lifted off its slotted plastic block, it falls into a 
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knife orientation path, and slides toward a slot at the end, shown in Fig. 4.5. A pair of 

brackets is used to fix the knife orientation path to the sorting machine. 

 

Fig. 4.5 Knife Orientation System 

 As shown in Fig. 4.6, the knife slides by gravitational force along the path 

bordered by guideways. At the end of the knife orientation path, a slot is provided for 

knifes to be oriented. This slot was designed with width and length 1/8th of an inch longer 

than the maximum width and length of the knife, respectively. A bridge is provided 

through the middle of the slot, which enables the heavier handle of the knife to fall 

through first, providing consistent “handle down” orientation, into a collection bin below 

(not shown). 
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Fig. 4.6 Knife Orientation Process 
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A variety of tests were conducted with this apparatus, from which we concluded 

that the efficiency of the system was atleast 98.0% in most of the cases, but sometimes 

silverware  jammed in the orienting slot. This happened when a silverware piece falling 

into the orientation bin rotated during sliding, as shown in Fig 4.7. The head then became 

stuck in the orienting slot. As a result, silverware jammed at the panel opening, such that 

all succeeding pieces jammed as well. 

 

Fig. 4.7 Results in Silverware Orienting System 
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Increasing the width of the orienting slot to avoid jamming caused silverware to just pass 

through without being oriented, since the width of the head was then not greater than the 

opening width of converging panels. After a large number of tests, it was decided to 

discard this approach and search for a better, more robust alternative that could orient any 

type of silverware regardless of its shape.  

 

4.3 New Orienting System  

The basic idea of the new orienting system is to place differently oriented 

silverware in different bins, as illustrated in Fig. 4.8. 

 

Fig. 4.8 New Orienting System 
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As an example, consider a spoon lifted by the sorting system. The new orienting 

panels place all the spoons oriented left in one collection bin and all the spoons oriented 

right in an adjacent collection bin. This means that there are now two collection bins for 

each kind of silverware.  

 The orienting mechanism for each type of silverware piece consists of a shaft and 

converging hinged wooden panels. The panels are located at the base of the machine at 

the discharge of the silverware from the sorting system. They are made of 1/8” thick 

plywood bolted to the rotating shafts, illustrated in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9. Panel dimensions 

are given in Fig. 4.10. The panels, shown in Fig. 4.10 (a) and (b) are fixed to the rotating 

shafts (Fig. 4.9), using two screws. The shafts are supported by the wall of the structure 

through holes on each side. Shaft collars are placed on the outer sides of the wall of the 

structure to prevent lateral motion. 

 
Fig. 4.9 Shaft for Orienting Identified and Clean Silverware 
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Fig. 4.10 (a) Left Panel 

 
Fig. 4.10 (b) Right Panel 

Fig. 4.10 Left and Right Panels 

 The left and the right panels are bolted to the shafts at the top and they converge 

toward the bottom. These panels are tied near the bottom left edge as shown in Fig. 4.8 

using a light duty metal thread with a backing washer on each plate. The thread is 

fastened to a push type solenoid plunger. When the solenoid is de-activated, the panel 

opening aligns with Collection Bin 1, but when an appropriate signal is sent, the solenoid 

plunger retracts, pulling the wire, which rotates both panels such that the panel opening 
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aligns with Collection Bin 2. When the solenoid is de-activated, gravity rotates the panels 

back to align their slot with Collection Bin1. A plunger stopper restricts the motion of the 

plunger, assuring the panel opening aligns with Collection Bin 1. 

The orienting solenoid is from ‘Magnetic Sensor Systems’ (Part Number: S25–

125-H) with the following specifications: 12V DC, pull type, continues duty, ‘∞’ ON 

time, 1″ stroke length and 16.6 Ω coil resistances. Since the solenoid operates with ‘∞’ 

ON time in our application, this type of solenoid was selected. It has sufficient stroke 

length to move the panels enough to allow them to align with the correct collection bins. 

Before solenoid activation, the converging panels of the orienting system 

converge to a Collection Bin 1 as shown in Fig. 4.11. When the silverware riding on the 

plastic block passes under the camera, a photo optic sensor is triggered and the camera 

takes the image of the silverware. This image is transmitted to the computer, which uses 

the software designed by Lolla (2005) to determine whether that specimen is clean, and 

its type and orientation if it’s clean. Silverware detected as clean and identified as to 

orientation (left, right) and, type (knife, fork, spoon , soupspoon)  will cause the solenoid 

connected to the lifter designed for that piece to be activated, which rotates the fingered 

lifter, into the slots of the plastic block carrying that piece. This lifts the identified clean 

piece off the plastic block such that it slides into the orienting system. If the silverware is 

oriented left as determined by software designed by Lolla (2005), the orienting solenoid 

will not actuate, allowing the silverware to reach Collection Bin 1 as shown in Fig. 4.11 

(a). If the silverware orientation is detected as oriented right, then the orienting solenoid 

will actuate, the converging panels will now converge to Collection Bin 2 as shown in 

Fig. 4.11 (b), allowing the silverware to reach Bin 2. When the next trigger occurs for the 
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silverware to be processed, the program sends a signal to deactivate, and gravity rotates 

the converging panels to back its initial position (Fig. 4.11 (a)). 

 

Fig. 4.11(a) Orienting System when Orienting Solenoid at Initial Position  

 

Fig. 4.11(b) Orienting System when Orienting Solenoid is Actuated  

Fig. 4.11 Working of Orienting System 
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The program is coded in such a manner that once the optical sensor is triggered by 

a slotted plastic block, and silverware is clean and identified, depending on the 

orientation and the type of silverware, the command is sent from the data acquisition 

board (DAQ) PCI 6503 to the appropriate relay, causing the relay to output 12 V and 0.75 

A to actuate the corresponding solenoid, with a delay of 0.25 times the total time between 

the triggers. Solenoid activation pulls the orienting panels to align with the Collection Bin 

2, as illustrated in Fig. 4.11. Gravity returns the lifter to its designated, rest position (align 

with Collection Bin 1, Fig. 4.11 (a)) once the program sends the signal to deactivate the 

solenoid attached to the lifter, as the next trigger occurs. Fig. 4.12 presents a circuit 

diagram for the four (knife, fork, spoon, soupspoon) orienting solenoids. 

 

Fig. 4.12 Circuit Diagram of Orienting System for Identified and Clean Silverware 
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4.4 Power Supply 

The power supply for the actuated orienting system was constructed with the help of 

Brett Riegel at the Electronics shop in the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace 

Engineering, OSU. One power source of 12 V, 8 Amps (Astec Company, # ATX 202-

3515) was built for actuating the orienting solenoids. The power supply and other 

circuitry are housed in a box with an appropriate front panel having several outlets, 

through which the devices can be connected to the power supply. The box is connected to 

connector blocks for the DAQ Board PCI 6503 using a DB 9 connector cable.  
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4.5 Software 

 After the required hardware was constructed, the focus was on software 

development. An application-programming software package called NI DAQ from 

National Instruments, which accompanies the NIDAQ Board (Nagaraj, 2003) was used. 

This software acts as an interface with the DAQ application and DAQ boards, and 

provides functions pertaining to all the features available, such as Digital I/O, Analog I/O 

and timers (NIDAQ for PC compatibles, 2001). We used Measurement Automation 

Explorer (MAX), a graphic user interface (GUI) that enables easy DAQ application to all 

National Instruments devices. The main features of MAX are  

• Configure all NI hardware and software. 

• Add new channels, interfaces and virtual instruments 

• Execute system diagnostics 

• View devices and instruments connected to the system. 

• Schedule updates to NI software. 
 

4.5.1 Program Description 

 The major challenge was to develop a system that could work independent of 

conveyor belt speed. Relevant dimensions are given in Table 4.2 and 4.3. We define 

Magnetic Distance (MD) as a unit less quantity obtained by dividing an actual distance 

by the distance between two adjacent magnetic strips (12.6 inches).  

Components Distances 
(Inches) 

Magnetic Distance
(MD Units) 

Distance Between Leading Edges of Two 
Adjacent Magnets 

12.6 1.0 

Distance Between Leading Edges of Two 
Adjacent Silverware Lifting Systems 

6.3 0.5 

Table 4.2 Distances Between Adjacent Components 
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COMPONENTS 

Actual Distance from 
the Entrance of the 

Vision System (Inches) 

Magnetic Distance 

(MD Units) 

Distance to Leading Edge of 
Lifting System for Unclean Pieces 

18.9 1.5 

Distance to Leading Edge of 
Lifting System for Soupspoon  

25.2 2 

Distance to Leading Edge of 
Lifting System for Spoon  

31.5 2.5 

Distance to Leading Edge of 
Lifting System for Fork  

37.8 3 

Distance to Leading Edge of 
Lifting System for Knife  

44.1 3.5 

Table 4.3 Distances to Components from Vision System Entrance 

The distance between two adjacent lifting systems is 6.3”, which is 0.5 MD (Table 4.2). 

The distance from the entrance of the vision system to the lifting system for unclean 

pieces is 18.9”, which is 1.5 MD (Table 4.3). Referring to Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.3, we can 

infer that if a slotted plastic block is at the entrance of the vision system, the next 

downstream slotted plastic block will be near the lifting system for unclean silverware 

which is 1.5 MD (Table 4.3). Similarly, the second downstream block will be past the 

lifting system for unclean silverware and near the lifting system for soupspoons, which is 

at 2 MD (Table 4.3); the third downstream block will be past the lifting system for 

soupspoons and near the lifting system for forks, which is at 3 MD (Table 4.3); and the 

forth downstream block will have just passed the lifting system for knifes. Hence for 

every trigger, one of the following actions will occur: 

• An unclean piece is lifted at the next trigger. 

• A spoon or soupspoon is lifted after the second trigger. 

• A knife or fork is lifted after the third trigger. 

• An unidentified silverware is lifted off by the static lifter. 
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It was noticed that the spacing between one pair of magnetic strips is 14.11”, 

which is different form all the others, which causes, once each cycle of the conveying 

chain, an incorrect timing of the signal to the lifters. When the odd pair of the magnets 

triggers the optical sensor, and the silverware piece to be lifted is either a soupspoon or a 

fork, the signal will actuate the lifters with an incorrect time lag, causing the lifters to 

actuate just after the plastic block passes the lifter, such that the soupspoon or fork will 

not be lifted. This problem could be fixed by remaking the chain drive such that all 

magnetic blocks are equally spaced. The maximum lifting error was calculated as 12 % 

because there are seven equal spaces and one unequal space between magnets for one 

complete chain revolution. If suppose there was either a fork or a soupspoon on the 

magnet following the unequal space for all chain revolutions, then 12 pieces would not be 

lifted for every 100 pieces of silverware.  

 The program was written so as to sort the pieces independent of belt speed.  

Initially Pins DIO 0 to DIO 4 of the 8 bit Digital I/O Port of PCI 6035 E are configured as 

outputs, and Pin DIO 5 is configured as input (Fig. 4.13). Pins 6 and 7 are not used. For 

the other DAQ board PCI 6503, Pins PB0 to PB3 of the 8 bit Digital I/O Port are 

configured as outputs, and Pins PB4 to PB7 are not used. 
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Fig. 4.13 Digital I/O Port of DAQ PCI 6035 E, and DAQ PCI 6503 

Pin DIO 0 of the Digital I/O Port (PCI 6035 E) signals the lifting system for a knife 

(Solenoid 1, Table 4.4), i.e. if Pin DIO 0 is high then the bit value 1 which corresponds to 

the binary value 00000001 (Fig. 4.16, Table 4.4), is sent to the DAQ board, PCI 6035 E, 

Solenoid 1 connected to the lifter designed for the knife is activated, causing the knife to 

lift off the plastic block. Similarly for forks, spoons, soupspoons and unclean silverware. 

As an example, suppose the DAQ board (PCI 6035 E) receives the binary value 0001000. 

Then from Fig. 4.16 and Table 4.4, only Pin No. 3 would be “high”, such that only 

Solenoid No. 4 would be activated, and only the soupspoon lifter would lift. On the other 

hand, suppose the DAQ board receives the binary value 0000110. Then form Fig. 4.16 

and Table 4.4, both Pins 2 and 1 would be “high”, such that both Solenoids 3 and 2 

would be activated, and both the spoon and fork lifters would lift. 
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COMPONENTS Solenoid 
Number 

Bit Value for the 
Matrix 

Binary Value  
(PCI 6035 E 

and PCI 6503) 
Lifting System for Unclean 

Pieces  
5 16 00010000 

Lifting System for Soupspoon 4 8 00001000 

Lifting System for Spoon  3 4 00000100 

Lifting System for Fork  2 2 00000010 

Lifting System for Knife  1 1 00000001 

Orienting System for 
Soupspoon Oriented Right 

9 8 00001000 

Orienting System for Spoon  
 

8 4 00000100 

Orienting System for Fork  
Oriented Right 

7 2 00000010 

Orienting System for Knife  
Oriented Right 

6 1 00000001 

Table 4.4 Solenoids and Their Corresponding Bit and Binary values 
 

Similarly, Pin PB0 of the Digital I/O Port signals the orienting system for a knife 

oriented right (Solenoid 6, Table 4.4), i.e. if Pin PB 0 is high then the bit value 1 which 

corresponds to the binary value 00000001 (Fig. 4.16, Table 4.4), is sent to the DAQ 

board, PCI 6503, Solenoid 6 connected to the orienting panels designed for the knife 

oriented right is activated, causing the orienting panels to align with the Collection Bin 2 

for knives, and collect the knife oriented right. Similarly for forks, spoons, and 

soupspoons. Table 4.4 shows the orienting systems and their corresponding bit and binary 

values. As an example, suppose the DAQ board (PCI 6503) receives the binary value 

0001000. Then from Fig. 4.16 and Table 4.4, only Pin PB3 would be “high”, such that 

only Solenoid No. 9 would be activated, and only the soupspoon orienting panels would 

move to Collection Bin 2. On the other hand, suppose the DAQ board receives the binary 

value 0000110. Then form Fig. 4.13 and Table 4.4, both Pins PB2 and PB1 would be 
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“high”, such that both Solenoids 7 and 8 would be activated, and both the spoon and fork 

orienting panels would move to Collection Bin 2. 

  Initially an array A[i], and B[i], with index i = 0 … 3, is declared and initialized 

at A[i] =0, and B[i] =0, for all ‘i’ as shown in Fig. 4.14. The magnet-aluminum-plastic 

block driven by the chain drive triggers the optical sensor at the entrance to the vision 

system, which causes the Pin DIO5 of the Digital IO Port of PCI 6035 E to become high, 

and at that instant the program outputs A[0] as signal to the DAQ board (PCI 6035E), and 

the respective solenoids are activated causing the appropriate silverware piece to be lifted 

off. The program outputs B[0] as signal to the DAQ board  (PCI 6503) after 0.25 times 

the total time between triggers, and the respective solenoids are activated depending upon 

the orientation, causing the appropriate silverware piece to orient. A[0], and B[0] are the 

only elements in the arrays that provide a signal to the DAQ boards (PCI 6035 E and PCI 

6503 E) respectively. All the other values for A[i], and B[i], i=1…3, are used to calculate 

A[0] and B[0] respectively, as determined from Table 4.5 and illustrated in Figs. 4.14 – 

4.19. 
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SYSTEMS CALCULATION 
New value=Old value+ Bit value 

Lifting System for Unclean Pieces  A[0]=A[0]+16 

Lifting System for Soupspoon  A[1]=A[1]+8 

Lifting System for Spoon  A[1]=A[1]+4 

Lifting System for Fork  A[2]=A[2]+2 

Lifting System for Knife  A[2]=A[2]+1 

Orienting System for Soupspoon Oriented 
Right 

B[1]=B[1]+8 

Orienting System for Spoon Oriented Right B[1]=B[1]+4 

Orienting System for Fork Oriented Right B[2]=B[2]+2 

Orienting System for Knife Oriented Right B[2]=B[2]+1 

Table 4.5 Systems and Corresponding Calculations 

The program then waits until the next trigger signal is received, allowing the 

machine vision system to receive an image form the camera, identify and inspect the 

image using software designed by Lolla (2005), and transmit appropriate information 

(A[0], B[0]) to a solenoid activating program (Appendix). If the incoming piece is clean 

and is a spoon or soupspoon, then A[1] is incremented by the bit value 4 or 8, (Table 4.5) 

respectively; for a knife or fork, A[2] is incremented by the bit value 1 or 2 (Table 4.5) 

respectively. If the incoming piece is clean, is a spoon or soupspoon, and is oriented right 

then B[1] is incremented by the bit value 4 or 8, (Table 4.5) respectively; for a knife or 

fork oriented right, B[2] is incremented by the bit value 1 or 2 (Table 4.5) respectively, 

indicating solenoid actuation at the respective triggers. Then, the array A[i], and B[i] are 

decremented by index one, which means that the value of A[i] and B[i]  are replaced by 

the value of A[i+1] and B[i+1], except for A[3] and B[3], which are replaced by 0. If the 
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silverware piece detected is dirty, the bit value 16 (Table 4.5) is added to array A[0] after 

decrementing the array, which indicates that Solenoid 5, which is used for lifting dirty 

pieces, is actuated next. 

As an example to illustrate this process, assume the order of incoming pieces is as 

shown Left to Right in Table 4.6.  

Table 4.6 Order of Incoming Pieces (Example) 

Silverware 
Pieces 

Knife Fork Spoon Soupspoon Unclean Unidentified

Orientation 
of 

Silverware 

Right Left Right Left   

The initial step, as shown in the flow chat in Fig. 4.20, is to initialize array A[i], and B[i] 

to zeros (Fig. 4.14). 

 
Fig. 4.14 Initializing the Array “A[i]”, and “B[i]” 

 
When the first trigger occurs by the slotted plastic block passing the photo optic sensor at 

the vision system entrance, the program takes the control to Process1 (Fig. 4.21), where 

the value of A[0] = 0 and B[0] = 0 is passed to the respective DAQ boards. Since A[0] = 

0, and B[0] = 0, corresponding to the binary values 00000000 (none of the input pins are 

high, Fig. 4.13 ), the DAQ outputs will be zero, such that no lifter solenoid and orienting 

panel solenoid will be actuated. The program waits for one MD to be traversed by the 
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plastic block- chain drive system. Then, at the next trigger, the incoming piece is to be 

identified by the software developed by Lolla (2005). When the silverware is identified as 

a clean knife oriented right, the control goes to Process 2, as shown in the Process Flow 

Chart (Fig. 4.22), where the bit value 1 (Table 4.4) is added to A[2] and B[2]  (Table 4.5)  

and both the arrays are decremented once, as shown in the Process Flow Chart 2 

(Fig.4.22) and Fig. 4.15. 

 

Fig. 4.15 Step if Clean Knife Oriented Right is Identified 

Similarly, after another MD is traversed, the second trigger occurs, arrays A[0], B[0] are 

0, whose binary values ‘00000000’ are sent to the DAQ boards (PCI 6035E and PCI 

6503). Since none of the pins is “high”, (i.e. ‘1’), no lifter solenoids and orienting panel 

solenoids are activated (Fig 4.15). If the incoming piece is identified as a fork oriented 

left by the software, the value 2 (Table 4.5) is added to A[2], but no operation is done on 

array B[i], since the orientation was identified as left, and the orienting panels remain at 

to Collection Bin 1 (initial position), where forks oriented left are collected. Both arrays 

A[i], and B[i] are then decremented once as shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.22. 
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Fig. 4.16 Step if Clean Fork Oriented Left is Identified 

As the third trigger occurs after another MD is traversed, the value of A[0] = 1, is sent to 

the DAQ, PCI 6035 E (Fig 4.21),  and B[0] =1 is sent to the DAQ, PCI 6503. The binary 

value of A[0] is “00000001”, Pin 0 of the DIO port (PCI 6035 E) is “high”, (i.e. ‘1’), 

which causes the Solenoid 1 (Fig. 4.13) to activate and lift the knife off the slotted-plastic 

block and after 0.25 times the total time between triggers, the binary value of B[0] is 

“00000001”, Pin PB0 of the DIO port (PCI 6503) is “high”, (i.e. ‘1’), which causes the 

Solenoid 6 (Fig. 4.13) to activate, and align the orienting panels with Collection bin 2 of 

knifes so as to collect the right oriented knife in Collection bin 2.  If the incoming piece is 

identified as a clean spoon oriented right, the value 4 is added to both A[1] and B[1]  

(Table 4.5), and both the arrays are decremented once as shown in the Process Flow 

Chart 2 (Fig. 4.22) and Fig. 4.17. 
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Fig. 4.17 Step if Clean Spoon Oriented Right is Identified 

As the fourth trigger occurs after another MD is traversed, the program sends A[0] = 6 

(binary value 00000110) to the DAQ board (PCI 6035 E), the Pins 1 and 2 go “high”, 

causing the Solenoids 2 and 3 to activate (Fig 4.13) the lifters for lifting both the fork and 

spoon off the plastic block into their respective orientation systems block; after 0.25 

times the total time between triggers, the binary value of B[0] is “00000100”, Pin PB2 of 

the DIO port (PCI 6503) is “high”, (i.e. ‘1’), causes the Solenoid 8 (Fig. 4.13) to activate, 

and align the orienting panels with Collection bin 2 for Spoon 

s, so as to collect the right oriented spoon in Collection bin 2. Likewise, Pin PB1 of the 

DIO port (PCI 6503) is “low”, (i.e. ‘0’), causing Solenoid 8 (Fig. 4.13) not to actuate, 

since the orientation was identified as left, and the orienting panels align with Collection 

Bin 1; the Fork oriented left is collected in Bin 1. Parallel processing is accomplished.  If 

the incoming piece is identified as a soupspoon oriented left, the value 8 is added to A[1] 

(Table 4.5), but no operation is done on array B[ ], since the orientation was identified as 

left; the orienting panels align with Collection Bin 1, where soupspoons oriented left are 

collected. Both arrays A[i], and B[i] are then decremented, once as shown in the Figs. 

4.18 and 4.22. 
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Fig. 4.18 Step if Clean Soupspoon Oriented Left is Identified 

As the fifth trigger occurs, array A[0] = 8, (binary value 00001000)  causes the Pin DIO 3 

of DAQ board (PCI 6035 E) to go high, the Solenoid 4 activates, and the lifter lifts the 

soupspoon off the plastic block; after 0.25 times the total time between triggers, the value 

of B[0] = 0 is passed to the DAQ board (PCI 6503). Since B[0] = 0, corresponding to the 

binary value 00000000 (none of the input pins are high, Fig. 4.13 ), the DAQ board (PCI 

6503) output will be zero, such that no orienting panel solenoid will be actuated, since the 

orientation was identified as left, and the orienting panels align with Collection Bin 1 and 

the soupspoon oriented left is Collected in Bin 1. If the incoming piece is identified as 

unclean, then both the arrays A[i], and B[i] are decremented once, the bit value 16 (Table 

4.5) is added to A[0], and no operation is done on array B[0], as shown in the Figs. 4.19 

and 4.22. 
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Fig. 4.19 Step if Silverware is Identified as Unclean 

At the sixth trigger, array A[0] = 16 (binary value 0010000), the program sends signals to 

the solenoid using DAQ PCI 6035 E to activate the lifter for unclean silverware off the 

plastic block, since the Pin DIO 4 is high (Table 4.5). After the next image is captured by 

the vision system, the value of B[0] = 0 is passed to the DAQ board (PCI 6503). Since 

B[0] = 0, corresponding to the binary value 00000000 (none of the input pins are high, 

Fig. 4.13 ), the DAQ output will be zero, such that no orienting panel solenoid will be 

actuated. If the incoming piece is unidentified by the vision system, both the arrays A[i], 

and B[i] are simply decremented by index one, such that none of the solenoids activate. 

Thus, this unidentified piece is lifted off by the static lifter for unidentified silverware, 

reintroducing the silverware into the vibrating hopper (Hashimoto, 1995). 

The program continues to run until the user stops the process. Figs. 4.20 – 4.22 

present a flow chart of the software code, showing all the processes. The actual software 

code for this project has been included in the Appendix. The next chapter presents test 

results to evaluate the concept and operation described in this chapter. 
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Fig. 4.20 Flow Chart 
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Fig. 4.21 Process Flow Chart 1 
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Fig. 4.22 Process Flow Chat 2 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Criteria for Experimentation 

After implementing the design and software described in the previous chapters, 

the Silverware Sorting and Orienting Machine (SSOM) was ready for evaluation. The 

criteria selected to evaluate the performance of the SSOM were as follows: 

• The accuracy with which the silverware slides along the short base plate to the top 

of a slotted plastic block  

• The accuracy with which the lifter operates, causing the silverware to lift off the 

slotted plastic block. 

• The accuracy with which silverware pieces are oriented and directed to their 

respective collection bins. 

• Repeatability 

• Rate of processing – number of silverware pieces sorted and oriented correctly per 

unit time. 

• Overall Efficiency of SSOM 

 

5.2 Evaluation Independent of Machine Vision Identification 

The purpose of this study was to investigate means to effectively sort and orient 

mixed silverware, piece by piece, in order to test the silverware sorting machine 

independent of the machine vision based silverware identification system (Fig. 5.1). To 
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do this, the silverware was manually fed at the entrance of the vision system in a pre-

selected sequence and orientation. The information regarding the type of silverware, its 

orientation, and its position in the sequence was keyed into a special sorting test 

computer program, which replaced the vision system function. This “sorting” program 

sent signals to the SSOM system, which then processed silverware accordingly. In other 

words, after a photo-optic sensor was triggered, information about the type and 

orientation of the specific silverware piece came from this sorting test program, rather 

than vision system. 

 

Fig. 5.1 Sorting and Orienting System without Vision System 
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For testing and evaluation purposes a batch consisting of 25 randomly mixed 

silverware pieces consisted of 5 each of clean knives, forks, spoons, and soupspoons, plus 

3 unclean, and 2 unidentified pieces was used. The sequences chosen (Sequence 1, and 

Sequence 2) is given in the Appendix. Sequences 1 and 2 were each implemented 10 

times, giving a total of 500 entities processed. The performance of the lifter and the 

orientation system powered by solenoids was observed and recorded at several different 

belt speeds. Belt speeds are recorded in pieces/min, assuming every magnet contained a 

silverware piece. 
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5.2.1 Performance at 40 pieces/minute Processing Rate 

A batch of 25 pieces of silverware consisted of 5 each of clean forks, knives, 

spoons, and soupspoons plus 3 unclean, and 2 unidentified pieces with Sequence 1 and 

Sequence 2 (Appendix) was implemented 10 times for each sequence, giving 250 entities 

processed for each sequence. The performance of the lifters and the orientation system 

powered by solenoids was observed and recorded at a belt speed of 40 pieces/ min, with 

results given in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. 

Incorrectly Processed Trial Correctly Processed 25 

Pieces of Silverware 
Sorting System Orienting System 

1 25 0 0 

2 24 1 0 

3 25 0 0 

4 24 1 0 

5 24 1 0 

6 25 0 0 

7 25 0 0 

8 25 0 0 

9 24 1 0 

10 25 0 0 

Total 246 4 0 

Table 5.1 Performance of SSOM Components for Sequence 1, 40 pieces/min 
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Incorrectly Processed Trial Correctly Processed 25 

Pieces of Silverware 
Sorting System Orienting System 

1 24 1 0 

2 25 0 0 

3 25 0 0 

4 25 0 0 

5 24 1 0 

6 25 0 0 

7 24 1 0 

8 25 0 0 

9 24 1 0 

10 25 0 0 

Total 246 4 0 

Table 5.2 Performance of SSOM Components for Sequence 2, 40 pieces/min 
 

It can be seen from Tables 5.1 and 5.2 that the accuracy of sorting was 98.40%, 

and the accuracy of orientation was 100.0%. Further analysis shows that the errors 

(1.60%) in sorting were caused by the unequal spacing between one pair of magnetic 

strips, as expected (discussed in Chapter 4), which is within the maximum error rate of 

12.00%. This occurred once for each revolution of the chain holding the magnetic blocks, 

such that the lifter did not actuate at the correct time. This problem could be fixed my 

remaking the chain drive such that all magnetic blocks are equally spaced. We conclude 

that the SSOM performs consistently and, has a high rate of repeatability and accuracy at 

40 pieces/min processing rate. 
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5.2.2 Performance at 55 pieces/minute Processing Rate 

The performance of the lifters and the orientation system powered by solenoid was 

observed and recorded at a belt speed of 55 pieces/ min, with the results for Sequences 1 

and 2 given in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. 

Incorrectly Processed Trial Correctly Processed 25 

Pieces of Silverware 
Sorting System Orienting System 

1 25 1 0 

2 24 1 0 

3 24 1 0 

4 25 0 0 

5 24 1 0 

6 25 0 0 

7 24 1 0 

8 25 0 0 

9 24 1 0 

10 25 0 0 

Total 245 5 0 

Table 5.3 Performance of SSOM Components for Sequence 1, 55 pieces/min 
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Incorrectly Processed Trial Correctly Processed 25 

Pieces of Silverware 
Sorting System Orienting System 

1 25 0 0 

2 25 0 0 

3 25 0 0 

4 24 1 0 

5 25 0 0 

6 25 0 0 

7 24 1 0 

8 24 1 0 

9 25 0 0 

10 24 1 0 

Total 246 4 0 

Table 5.4 Performance of SSOM Components for Sequence 2, 55 pieces/min 
 

Table 5.3 shows that accuracy of sorting was 98.00%, and Table 5.4 shows that 

accuracy of sorting was 98.4%, an average of 98.2% accuracy in sorting, only slightly 

less than for the 40 pieces/min trial. Accuracy of orientation was 100% for both 

sequences. As before, sorting errors were caused solely by one pair of magnetic blocks 

having spacing different from the others. We concluded that the SSOM has a high rate of 

repeatability and accuracy at 55 pieces/minute. 
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5.2.3 Performance at 60 pieces/minute Processing Rate 

The performance of the lifters and the orientation system powered by solenoid was 

observed and recorded at a belt speed of 60 pieces/ min, with the results for Sequences 1 

and 2 given in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. 

Incorrectly Processed Trial Correctly Processed 25 

Pieces of Silverware 
Sorting System Orienting System 

1 24 1 0 

2 24 1 0 

3 24 0 1 

4 25 1 0 

5 23 2 0 

6 24 1 0 

7 24 1 0 

8 25 0 0 

9 25 0 0 

10 24 1 0 

Total 242 8 1 

        Table 5.5 Performance of SSOM Components for Sequence 1, 60 pieces/min 
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Incorrectly Processed Trial Correctly Processed 25 

Pieces of Silverware 
Sorting System Orienting System 

1 22 2 1 

2 24 1 0 

3 25 0 0 

4 23 2 0 

5 24 0 1 

6 25 0 0 

7 24 1 0 

8 24 1 0 

9 25 0 0 

10 25 0 0 

Total 241 7 2 

        Table 5.6 Performance of SSOM Components for Sequence 2, 60 pieces/min 

From Table 5.5, the solenoid efficiency was 96.80% and the accuracy of 

orientation was 99.59%, Table 5.6 shows that accuracy of sorting was 97.20% and the 

accuracy of orientation was 99.20%, and an average of 97.00% accuracy in sorting and 

99.39% in orientation. Further analysis shows that errors in sorting and orientation were 

caused by:  

1. Some sorting errors were caused by one pair of magnetic blocks having spacing 

different than the others, as discussed in Chapter 4. 
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2. In a number of cases, silverware pieces were not lifted off the slotted plastic block 

because solenoid action was insufficiently fast, causing the block carrying the 

silverware to pass before lifter actuation. 

3. Silverware pieces were not diverted to Collection Bin 2 because solenoid action 

was insufficiently fast, causing the silverware to collect in Collection Bin 1. 

Assuming we desire atleast 98% overall accuracy, at 60 pieces/min, the overall sorting 

accuracy is low for acceptable operation. However, the accuracy could be increased by 

using fast actuating solenoids for both sorting and orienting systems. 

 

5.3 Evaluation in Cooperation with Machine Vision Identification System 

After testing the SSOM by itself, we conducted experiments to evaluate the 

performance of the SSOM together with the vision system used for identification and 

inspection of silverware (Lolla, 2005). Silverware pieces were manually fed at the 

entrance of the vision system in random sequence and orientation. Each silverware piece 

triggered a photo-optic sensor, queuing the camera to acquire an image of the silverware 

(Fig. 5.2). This image was transmitted to the computer, which used the software designed 

by Lolla (2005) to determine whether that specimen is clean. The information regarding 

the type of silverware, its orientation, and its position was sent to sorting and orienting 

test computer program. This “sorting and orienting” program sent signals to the SSOM 

system, which then processed silverware accordingly.  
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Fig. 5.2 Sorting and Orienting System with Vision System 

The speed of the magnetic conveyor belt was set to trigger every 1.3 seconds, 

yielding a processing rate of 45 pieces/min, which was 40% of the maximum conveyor 

speed. This trigger time was the sum of the following component times: 

1. Time for a slotted plastic block to travel from the photo optic sensor to the line 

scan camera (0.30 sec); 

2. The time taken for the image to be captured by the vision system (0.30 sec); and 

3. The maximum time taken for identification and inspection (0.70 sec, Lolla, 2005), 

which totals 1.30 sec.  
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Table 5.6 gives the performance of the SSOM coupled to the vision system. Ten trials, in 

random order at a belt speed of 45 pieces/min were carried out with 25 pieces of 

silverware in each trial. 

Incorrectly Processed Trial Correctly Processed 25 

Pieces of Silverware 
Sorting System Orienting System 

1 25 0 0 

2 25 0 0 

3 25 0 0 

4 24 1 0 

5 24 1 0 

6 24 1 0 

7 24 1 0 

8 25 0 0 

9 24 1 0 

10 25 0 0 

Total 245 5 0 

Table 5.7 Performance of SSOM Components with Vision System. 

We observe from Table 5.7 that the accuracy of sorting using the vision system 

was 98.00%, comparable with the results for the 40 pieces/min trial. Accuracy of 

orientation was 100%. As before, sorting errors were caused by one pair of magnetic 

blocks having spacing different than the others. We conclude that the SSOM has a high 

rate of repeatability and accuracy at 45 pieces/minute.  
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5.4 Conclusions 

 In this research we have focused on the design, development, implementation, and 

evaluation of a silverware sorting and orientation machine. The system is capable of 

handling both clean and dirty, identified and unidentified, silverware, by sorting, 

orienting and collecting them in their respective collection bins. The major contributions 

of this research are: 

• Designed, developed and tested a vibration free conveying system. 

• Developed, constructed, and evaluated a novel lifting system, replacing the 

former slow sorting machine that involved many motors and sensors. 

• Modified the lifting flap mechanism, making it more reliable and efficient.  

• Designed and constructed solenoid-mounting fixtures, along with selecting 

suitable solenoids for actuating lifters. 

• Identified, designed, implemented, and evaluated a method for orienting the 

silverware. 

•  Utilized suitable data acquisition boards (DAQ) to implement PC - based control 

for all components of the Silverware Sorting Machine. 

• Eliminated motors and sensors to increase the processing time over previous 

models. 

• Reduced the overall size of the sorting and orienting system. 

• Designed, developed, and implemented software code to control all elements of 

the sorting apparatus, and hence automated the silverware sorting and orienting 

operations. 
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• Produced an integrated silverware sorting and orienting system capable of 

processing silverware at a process rate of 55 pieces/min, with an accuracy of more 

than 98.00%.  

• Synchronized the operation of the Machine Vision System with that of the 

Silverware Sorting Machine, and processed at the belt speed of 45 pieces/min, 

with an accuracy of 98.00% in sorting, and 100% in orientation. 

 

5.5 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are directed towards improving the Silverware Sorting 

Machine into a more compact, durable and efficient system.  

• To force the solenoid to return more quickly to its rest position after de-

magnetization, a small weight should be placed on the underside of the outer edge 

of the lifter. However, this weight should be sized such that the solenoid has 

sufficient power to raise the flap when energized. 

• Increase the number of magnetic-aluminum strips that are attached to the 

conveying system to decrease the operation speed of the motor for driving the 

conveying system and increase the processing rate. 

• Reconstruct the magnetic strip and chain drive system such that all magnets are 

equally spaced. 

• Replace existing solenoids with fast actuating solenoids to decrease the actuating 

time. 

• Develop a more efficient silverware singulating system than that described by 

Hashimoto (1995) to feed the silverware sorting and orienting system. 
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APPENDIX A 
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Fig. B.1 DAQ Board PCI- 6035 E Data Sheet (Pages 148-154) 
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Fig. C.1 Pin Diagram for PCI-6035E (Pages 156- 160) 
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DAQ-BOARD PCI 6503 DATA SHEET 
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Fig. D.1 DAQ Board PCI- 6503 Data Sheet (Pages 162-164) 
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APPENDIX E 
 

PIN DIAGRAM FOR PCI 6503 
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Fig. E.1 Pin Diagram for PCI-6503 (Pages 166 & 167) 
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APPENDIX F 
 

PULL TYPE SOLENOID DATA SHEET 
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Fig. F.1 Solenoid Data Sheet (Pages 169-171) 
70155K6 Linear Solenoid, Pull Type, Continuous, 1" Stroke, 76 oz Force 
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PUSH TYPE SOLENOID DATA SHEET 
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Fig. G.1 Solenoid Data Sheet (Pages 173 & 174) 

S-25-125H Linear Solenoid, Push Type, Continuous. 
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VOLTAGE REGULATOR DATA SHEET 
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Fig. H.1 Voltage Regulator Data Sheet (Pages 176 & 177) 
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RELAY DATA SHEET 
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Fig. I.1 Relay Data Sheet (Pages 179-182) 
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SHAFT COLLAR DATA SHEET 
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Black-Oxide Finish Alloy 
Steel and Plain Steel 

Black finish, heat treated for strength and corrosion resistance. 

 
 

Catalog Page: 1032 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. J.1 Shaft Collar Data Sheet 
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// This program takes the input information from a user and controls the solenoids  
// accordingly.  
 
#include <time.h> 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include "nidaqex.h" 
#include "nidaq.h" 
 
// Declaring all the Variables Used in the Program  
i16 iStatus = 0; 
i16 iRetVal = 0; 
i16 iDevice = 1; 
i16 iPort = 0; 
i16 iLine = 6; 
i16 iDir = 0; 
i16 iState = 0;  
 
i16 iStatus2 = 0; 
i16 iRetVal2 = 0; 
i16 iDevice2 = 2; 
i16 iPort2 = 1; 
i16 iDir2 = 0; 
i16 iState2 = 0; 
  
i16 iIgnoreWarning = 0; 
int choise,delay=1; 
int a[5],c[5],read,or,flag=0; 
i16 i=0; 
 
// Storing the Sequence 1 in Arrays b[] (Type of Silverware), and  
// d[](Orientation)  
 
int b[]={1,2,3,4,1,3,2,4,4,3,2,1,1,4,2,3,1,4,3,2,0,5,0,5,0},k; 
int d[]={0,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}; 
 
void main(void) 
{ 
   k=0; 
   // Initializing arrays A[] & C[]  
   for(i=0;i<4;i++) 
   { 
 a[i]=0; 
 c[i]=0; 
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   }    
   read=0; 
   while(1) 
   { 
    // Configuring Digital I/O Ports of PCI 6035 E and reading Input  
    // Signal from Optical Sensor  
 
    iStatus = DIG_Line_Config(iDevice, iPort, iLine, iDir); 
    iRetVal = NIDAQErrorHandler(iStatus, 
                                 "DIG_Line_Config",iIgnoreWarning); 
    iStatus = DIG_In_Line(iDevice, iPort, iLine, &iState); 
    iRetVal = NIDAQErrorHandler(iStatus, "DIG_In_Line",iIgnoreWarning); 
 
    if((iState==0) && (flag==1)) 
    { 
       printf(" The digital state on port %d line %d is %d\n", iPort,  
              iLine, iState); 
  
  // Configuring Digital Input Pins of PCI 6035 E and Sending the    

 // Required signal as Output to DAQ PCI 6035 E 
  iStatus = DIG_Line_Config(iDevice, iPort, 0, iDir); 
  iStatus = DIG_Line_Config(iDevice, iPort, 1, iDir); 
  iStatus = DIG_Line_Config(iDevice, iPort, 2, iDir); 
  iStatus = DIG_Line_Config(iDevice, iPort, 3, iDir); 
  iStatus = DIG_Line_Config(iDevice, iPort, 4, iDir); 
  iStatus= DIG_Out_Prt(iDevice, iPort, a[0]); 
 

 // Delay of 0.25 Seconds  
 
       iRetVal2= NIDAQDelay(0.25); 
   

  // Configuring Digital Input Pins of PCI 6503 and Sending the    
 // Required signal as Output to DAQ PCI 6503 

 
  iStatus2 = DIG_Prt_Config (iDevice2, iPort2, 0, iDir2);  
       iStatus2= DIG_Out_Prt(iDevice, iPort, c[0]); 
 
       printf("the choice %d -- %d: ",a[0],c[0]); 
      
  read=b[k]; 
  or=d[k]; 
  k=k+1; 
 

// Calculations… Depending upon Silverware Type and Orientation 
       if(or==1) 
  { 
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  if(read==1) 
           c[2]=c[2]+1; 
  if(read==2) 
   c[2]=c[2]+2; 
  if(read==3) 
   c[1]=c[1]+4; 
  if(read==4) 
   c[1]=c[1]+8;   
  } 
  
 if(or==2) 
 { 
  if(read==1) 
   c[2]=c[2]+0; 
  if(read==2) 
   c[2]=c[2]+0; 
  if(read==3) 
   c[1]=c[1]+0; 
  if(read==4) 
   c[1]=c[1]+0;  
 } 
     
      if(read==1) 
  a[2]=a[2]+1; 
      if(read==2) 
  a[2]=a[2]+2; 
 if(read==3) 
  a[1]=a[1]+4; 
 if(read==4) 
  a[1]=a[1]+8; 
    for(i=0;i<4;i++) 
 { 
  a[i]=a[i+1]; 
  c[i]=c[i+1]; 
 } 
 if(read==5)  
  a[0]=a[0]+16; 
  
 a[3]=0; 
 c[3]=0; 
  flag=2; 
 } 
 if(iState==1) 
  flag=1; 
  } 
} 
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// This program gives the input information to Sorting and Orienting system 
//Implementing Vision Based Identification and Inspection to actuate the Sorting 
//and Orienting solenoids.  
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <process.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include "nidaqex.h" 
#include "nidaq.h" 
#include "nitypes.h" 
#include "ImgAn.h" 
 
// Declaring all the Variables Used in the Program  
i16 iStatus = 0; 
i16 iStatus2 = 0; 
i16 iRetVal = 0; 
i16 iDevice = 1; 
i16 iPort = 0; 
i16 iLine = 6; 
i16 iDir = 0; 
i16 iState = 0; 
i16 iIgnoreWarning = 0; 
int choise,delay=1; 
 
// Initializing arrays A[] & C[]  
int a[]={0,0,0,0,0,0},flag=0; 
i16 i=0,j=0;; 
int b[]={0,0,0,0,0}; 
int c[]={1,2,3,4,1,3,2,4,4,3,2,1,1,4,2,3,0,5,0,5,0},k=0; 
 
CMyImage * img1; 
INTERFACE_ID int_id; 
SESSION_ID ssn_id; 
long sig_count=0; 
long im_count; 
char names[][20] = {"Unknown","Knife","Fork","Spoon","Soup Spoon"}; 
char direc[][10]={"NA","LEFT","RIGHT"}; 
Image * im;  
Rect acqRect; 
 
void errChk(IMG_ERR err); 
void my_sleep( clock_t wait ); 
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uInt32 service_routine(SESSION_ID sid, IMG_ERR err, uInt32 signal, void* 
userdata); 
void closing_routines(); 
void vam_main(int read, int or); 
 
char path[1000]; 
FILE * mf; 
 
void main() 
{ 
 
FILE * fp; 
char p_pt[1000]; 
acqRect.left=0; 
acqRect.top=0; 
acqRect.width=1024; 
acqRect.height=500; 
im_count=0; 
im=imaqCreateImage(IMAQ_IMAGE_U8,5); 
errChk(imgInterfaceOpen("img0",&int_id)); 
errChk(imgSessionOpen(int_id,&ssn_id)); 
printf("\nInterface & Session successfully opened !!"); 
errChk(imgSessionWaitSignalAsync(ssn_id,IMG_EXT_TRIG2,IMG_TRIG_PO
LAR_ACTIVEH, service_routine,NULL)); 
 
printf("\nTrigger configured !!\n\n"); 
mf = fopen("c:\\temp_im\\res.txt","w"); 
img1 = new CMyImage(); 
fp = fopen("proto.txt","r"); 
if (fp==NULL) 
 { 
 printf("\n\nError opening prototype files !!"); 
 closing_routines(); 
 getch(); 
 exit(0); 
 } 
 
fgets(p_pt,999,fp); 
img1->Load_Proto(p_pt); 
fclose(fp); 
printf("\n Feed pieces ... \n\n"); 
char ch=1; 
 
while(ch!=27) 
 { 
 if (kbhit()) ch=getch(); 
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 } 
 
closing_routines(); 
getch(); 
} 
 
void closing_routines() 
{ 
imaqDispose(im); 
imgClose(int_id,TRUE); 
delete img1; 
fclose(mf); 
} 
 
uInt32 service_routine(SESSION_ID sid, IMG_ERR err, uInt32 signal, void* 
userdata) 
{ 
unsigned char * buff=NULL; 
int res; 
     
// Configuring Digital I/O Ports of PCI 6035 E  
// Signal the output to DAQ PCI 6035 E (Lifting system) 
iStatus = DIG_Prt_Config (1, 0, 0, 1); 
iStatus= DIG_Out_Prt(1, 0, a[0]); 
 
my_sleep((clock_t)(0.300 * (double)CLOCKS_PER_SEC)); 
 
// Configuring Digital I/O Ports of PCI 6503   
// Code to signal the output to DAQ PCI 6503 (Orienting system) 
iStatus2 = DIG_Prt_Config (2, 1, 0, 1);  
iStatus2= DIG_Out_Prt(2, 1, b[0]); 
 
sig_count++; 
 
// actual image acquired ..... 
imaqSnap(sid,im,acqRect); 
 
// copied to object ... 
imaqDuplicate(img1->main_image,im); 
res = img1->Process_Image(); 
 
// Sending the values to the Sorting and Orienting Program 
vam_main(res,img1->ort); 
 
fprintf(mf,"\nIMG%d  : %s : (%s) : %d",im_count,names[res],direc[img1-
>ort],res); 
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// store image .... 
sprintf(path,"c:\\temp_im\\Image_%03d.bmp",im_count); 
imaqWriteBMPFile(im,path,FALSE,NULL); 
im_count++; 
return(1); // re-instate call back ... 
} 
 
void my_sleep( clock_t wait ) 
{ 
clock_t goal; 
goal = wait + clock(); 
while( goal > clock() ); 
} 
 
void errChk(IMG_ERR err) 
{ 
if (err<0) 
 { 
 char err_msg[1000]; 
 imgShowError(err,err_msg); 
 printf("\n\nERROR : %s",err_msg); 
 getch(); 
 imgClose(int_id,TRUE); 
 exit(0); 
 } 
} 
 
//Sorting and Orienting Program Function 
void vam_main(int read, int or) 
{ 
 

// Calculations… Depending upon Silverware Type and Orientation 
 
 if(or==1) 
  { 
   if(read==1) 
    b[2]=b[2]+1; 
   if(read==2) 
    b[2]=b[2]+2; 
   if(read==3) 
    b[1]=b[1]+4; 
   if(read==4) 
    b[1]=b[1]+8;   
  } 
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 if(or==2) 
  { 
   if(read==1) 
    b[2]=b[2]+0; 
   if(read==2) 
    b[2]=b[2]+0; 
   if(read==3) 
    b[1]=b[1]+0; 
   if(read==4) 
    b[1]=b[1]+0;  
  } 
  
 for(j=0;j<4;j++) 
 b[j]=b[j+1]; 
 b[3]=0; 
   
 k=k+1; 

  if(read==1) 
   a[2]=a[2]+1; 
  if(read==2) 
   a[2]=a[2]+2; 
  if(read==3) 
   a[1]=a[1]+4; 
  if(read==4) 
   a[1]=a[1]+8; 
  for(i=0;i<4;i++) 
   a[i]=a[i+1]; 
  if(read==5)  
   a[0]=a[0]+16; 
  a[3]=0; 
  flag=2; 

if(a[0]== 2 || a[0] == 6 || a[0] == 10 || a[0] == 18) 
{  
            iStatus = DIG_Line_Config(1,0, 1,1); 
            iStatus= DIG_Out_Line(1, 0, 1, 1); 
} 
else 
{ 

 iStatus = DIG_Line_Config(1,0, 1,1); 
  iStatus= DIG_Out_Line(1, 0, 1, 0); 
} 

} 
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Sequence 1 Sequence 2 
Type Orientation Type Orientation 
Knife Left Fork Left 
Fork Right Soupspoon Left 

Spoon Left Knife Left 
Soupspoon Right Spoon Right 

Knife Left Fork Right 
Spoon Left Knife Right 
Fork Right Spoon Left 

Soupspoon Right Soupspoon Right 
Soupspoon Left Spoon Left 

Spoon Right Knife Right 
Fork Left Fork Left 
Knife Right Soupspoon Right 
Knife Left Fork Right 

Soupspoon Right Soupspoon Left 
Fork Right Spoon Left 

Spoon Left Knife Right 
Knife Left Soupspoon Left 

Soupspoon Right Knife Left 
Spoon  Left Spoon Left 
Fork Left Fork Left 

Unclean  Unclean  
Unidentified  Unclean  

Unclean  Unidentified  
Unidentified  Unidentified  

Unclean  Unclean  
 

Table L.1 Sequence 1, and Sequence 2 
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